ABOUT MASTODON
Mastodon is dedicated to providing advanced equipment
solutions to land clearing professionals and delivering the
maximum value for their investment.
Mastodon products are built in house with every material
and component selected to ensure lasting reliability.
Mastodon attachments are serious tools produced with a
meticulous attention to detail, providing the highest levels
of production and durability.
Owning a Mastodon Mulcher provides our clients with the
ultimate competitive edge in forestry mulching.

Nothin Eats Trees Like a Mastodon

“When designing a product I try to
remember that customers will always
recognize the value of quality,
efficiency and safety.”

Patrick Dougherty

— Patrick Dougherty, Founder, CEO

FACTORY INFORMATION

We are a completely self-financed and independent company.
This allows us the freedom to rapidly advance product
technology. Our innovations have advanced nearly every facet
of the industry with many of our technical achievements being
adopted as the new standard throughout the market.
A core value at DFM is, and always will be, customer service.
We feel our obligation does not end when a unit is sold. That’s
why every DFM attachment is proudly made in the USA using
the highest quality components, and every attachment we
produce comes with a guarantee of performance, safety, and
ease of use.

All Mastodon mulchers are proudly
manufactured in America's heartland at
our factory in Hinton, Oklahoma.

CONTACT:

211 W. Canyon Run, Hinton, OK 73047
(405) 542-3520 | www.mastodon.com

M60-F

MORE FEATURES. TOUGHER COMPONENTS. BETTER PERFORMANCE.
THE INDUSTRY'S MOST ROBUST DRIVETRAIN
The Mastodon M60-F features an exclusive direct drive train that puts
all available power to the rotor providing instant torque and delivering
superior mulching performance. By using a direct drive train the M60-F
eliminates all the wear prone moving parts associated with belt drive
systems, ensuring lasting reliability in applications where high stress and
extended work cycles will be seen.




Weightless Rotor Technology

The Mastodon cutting tooth has an aggressive cutting

The Mastodon M60-F Forestry Mulcher

angle and a deep gullet for maximum chip storage
providing ultra fast mulching speeds while producing
high quality finished material.

is designed to make quick work of the toughest mulching jobs. The M60-F
features enhanced mulching speeds made possible by the Mastodon feed
control cutting system which provides the cutting performance of sharp steel
with the maintenance-free longevity of carbide. The cutting system is combined
with a low drag tapered cutting chamber and AR500 breaker bar to provide
exceptional finish material while limiting thrown debris.
The frame of the M60-F is designed to be the strong while keeping the weight of
the attachment to a minimum for increased safety and production regardless of
terrain
The M60-F is driven by a bent-axis piston pump combined with an industry
exclusive direct drive train that requires no maintenance. The motor of the M60-S
requires no set-up or tuning, ensuring the head is ready for work, the moment it
is connected to the carrier.

Phone: (405) 542-3520

The Mastodon cutting system is available in sharp
carbide for high performance mulching or impact carbide
for enhanced durability in rocky conditions

All Mastodon mulching heads are CNC balanced to under 10 grams
with an exclusive process that eliminates any balance weights on the
rotor surface, improving balance and reducing drag


Two 150mm bearings support the rotor, protecting the entire drive

 system from lateral and radial shock loads associated with forestry


mulching.


Every Mastodon mulcher comes with
a single point remote grease cabinet
with built-in over grease protection.
All fittings are safely hidden behind a
hinged 1/4" steel door with single bolt
to open. Providing operators quick
access for daily maintenance, and
maximum fitting protection.



Mastodon mulchers have
replaceable
1/2" AR500 runners

with recessed bolt heads, allowing
easy in-field removal




Mastodon Mulching heads have an
exclusive direct drivetrain that puts
100% power to the rotor. One of the
benefits of this system is a sealed
motor compartment and clean hose
layout that makes inspection or
maintenance easy and intuitive.

The cutting chamber of a Mastodon
mulcher has a low drag design which
starts wide and narrows to end at
the replaceable AR500 breaker bar,
this design focuses woody debris at
the breaker bar and not the chamber
interior, eliminating the need for
chamber repair.

www.mastodon.com

ANATOMY OF A MASTODON M60-F AND M60-S
Adjustable breaker bar fragments
material to a smaller size to
produce a high quality finish

Integrated pusher bar hooks to pull
downed trees into mulching path

Single point grease
cabinet

All hoses, couplers and
connections included

Exclusive feed control
carbide system
Rotor CNC balanced to under
10 grams for ultra smooth
operation

Rear safety chains
For operator protection
Armored motor cover acts
as a convenient step

Armored cover protects
hose bulkhead

The industries strongest push bar is
reinforced with 1" thick support braces

Standard fixed displacement motor
or optional E-Tech 160cc ECU
controlled drive train
In-field replaceable runners
with recessed bolts

60" Cutting Width

www.mastodon.com

M60-S

160CC OF POWER. 785 FT LBS OF TORQUE. 2,500RPM ROTOR.
THE INDUSTRY'S MOST ROBUST DRIVETRAIN
The Mastodon M60-S features an exclusive direct drive train that puts
all available power to the rotor providing instant torque and delivering
superior mulching performance. By using a direct drive train the M60-S
eliminates all the wear prone moving parts associated with belt drive
systems ensuring lasting reliability in applications where high stress and
extended work cycles will be seen

160CC OF PURE MULCHING POWER
E-TECH is an ECU smart drive that
monitors and adapts the variable piston
motor for optimum performance on
any machine. The ECU housing is IP69K
rated passing the highest standards in
durability and elemental protection.
This system accelerates the rotor to a
top speed of 2,500rpms on any machine
regardless of hydraulic flow






Two 150mm bearings support the rotor protecting the entire drive

 system from lateral and radial shock loads associated with forestry
The Mastodon cutting tooth has an aggressive cutting

The Mastodon M60-S Forestry Mulcher
The M60-S comes equipped with the Mastodon feed control cutting system,
low drag tapered cutting chamber and AR500 breaker bar used in the M60-F
The impressive mulching performance is further increased by the addition of
the E-TECH smart drive system.

angle and a deep gullet for maximum chip storage
providing ultra fast mulching speeds while producing
high quality finished material.

E-TECH combines a massive 160cc variable hydraulic motor with shifting
controlled by an exclusive ECU power management system. The E-TECH
Smart drive has sensors for RPM, pressure and torque so the system knows
what the skid steer is going to do before it does it and adapts for maximum
performance.
Equipped with E-TECH the M60-S head produces up 780 ft-lbs of torque
and a rotor speed of 2,500RPM. E-TECH provides the fastest rotor recovery
time in the industry. In addition The Smart Drive logs mulcher hours
independent of the skid steer, tracks hydraulic oil temperature, and it can be
tuned and updated with a cell phone. If the unit is ever resold this info can be
used to maintain maximum resale value.

Good Data Keeps Honest People Honest


The Mastodon cutting system is available in sharp
carbide for high performance mulching or impact carbide
for enhanced durability in rocky conditions

mulching.


E-TECH allows the mulcher to be tuned to any
machine in seconds using Bluetooth and
a simple smart phone app. The app has a
digital flow reading function that tests and
displays the skid loaders flow, the operator
can then use the in-app GPM picker to
instantly tune the mulcher. This allows the
head to be switched between multiple
machines with zero downtime. E-TECH
tuning is 100% accurate and superior to a
factory technician.

All Mastodon mulching heads are designed
with maximum component protection to
ensure years of lasing reliability and the
E-tech smart drive is no exception, the
motor and ECU are safely housed behind
a reinforced 1/4" steel cover which can
withstand the harshest applications without
failure and doubles as an entry step.



All Mastodon mulching heads
come equipped with the
 industry's strongest push-bar
which feature integrated 1"
thick
raker tines to allow out of

reach material to be hooked and
pulled into the mulching zone.
 This feature is made possible
buy exclusive hose routing
 which provides class leading
articulation

Mastodon smart drive mulching heads
can be equipped with an optional
in-cab monitor system which gives
the operator a quick reference for
all mulching perimeters including:
rotor RPM, hydraulic pressure, system
temperature, and job hours.

www.mastodon.com

ANATOMY OF A MASTODON M60-C
Hidden cylinder debris door
offers maximum versatility for
residential and R.O.W work

Integrated pusher bar hooks
to pull downed trees into
mulching path

Single point grease
cabinet

All hoses, couplers and
connections included

Exclusive feed control
carbide system
Armored motor cover acts as
convenient step
Rotor CNC balanced to under
10 grams for ultra smooth
operation

Rear safety chains
For operator protection
Armored cover protects
hose bulkhead

The industries strongest push bar is
reinforced with 1" thick support braces

E-Tech 160cc ECU controlled
drive train produces the
most power in the industry
In-field replaceable runners
with recessed bolts

60" Cutting Width

www.mastodon.com

THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR RESIDENTIAL AND RIGHT OF WAY

M60-C

THE INDUSTRY'S MOST ROBUST DRIVETRAIN
The Mastodon M60-C features an exclusive direct drive train that puts
all available power to the rotor providing instant torque and delivering
superior mulching performance. By using a direct drive train the M60-C
eliminates all the wear prone moving parts associated with belt drive
systems ensuring lasting reliability in applications where high stress and
extended work cycles will be seen

IN-CAB MONITOR
Mastodon smart drive mulching heads
can be equipped with an exclusive incab monitor system, giving operators
real time feedback on all operating
perimeters Including rotor RPM,
hydraulic pressure, and system heat.









The Mastodon cutting tooth has an aggressive cutting

The Mastodon M60-C Forestry Mulcher

angle and a deep gullet for maximum chip storage
providing ultra fast mulching speeds while producing
high quality finished material.

Offers mulching contractors the high performance drivetrain of the M60-S
and adds a joystick controlled dual mode cutting chamber. This feature allows
operators to change the amount of debris broadcasting based on desired speed
and material quality, providing maximum versatility in all situations

The E-Tech in cab monitor allows the
mulcher to be tuned perfectly with
100% accuracy, once the carriers flow
has been determined the operator
uses the settings menu to adjusts the
GPM to reflect the test and the smart
drive automatically tunes the head to
the precise setting required for optimal
performance on the carrier.

When the door is closed the AR500 breaker bar makes small mulch as well as
directs the debris down to the ground allowing for worry free cutting in residential
applications.

Phone: (405) 542-3520

The Mastodon M60-C comes standard
 with an exclusive two-mode cutting
chamber giving operators fingertip
control of the size of mulch produced
and the degree of broadcasting
desired.
the door is open the
 breakerWhen
bar swings out of the way
allowing for an open cutting chamber

for faster production and more
broadcasting.



For R.O.W. applications the door on the M60-C can be opened which rotates
the cutting bar out of the way and opens the cutting chamber, this allows for
larger debris and faster cutting.

The door is operated by an industry exclusive hidden cylinder that is remotely
plumbed for greasing at the exterior grease cabinet.

The E-Tech monitor is touchscreen
enabled and has a built-in flow tester
function that provides a 100% accurate
readout of the carriers hydraulic power
without any diagnostic tools required.

Two 150mm bearings support the rotor protecting the entire drive
system from lateral and radial shock loads associated with forestry
mulching.

The Mastodon cutting system is available in sharp
carbide for high performance mulching or impact carbide
for enhanced durability in rocky conditions

When the door is closed the breaker
bar swings to within 1/8" of the
cutting teeth instantly adapting
for fine mulch quality and reduced
debris, which is ideal for site prep and
urban settings.
The door features a rugged hidden
cylinder design that houses all
components within the frame
preventing damage and insuring
lasting reliability

www.mastodon.com
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Specifications:
Sales Process
Mastodon Mulchers are available for purchase direct to client through our
factory account program. It starts with a simple phone call where you will
be put in touch with one of our experienced product specialist. We want
to know about your application and are happy to listen to every detail to
ensure that you get the equipment that will do the job. Our clients buy with
confidence knowing that every level of their purchase is backed years of land
clearing and forestry experience. When we make a product recommendation
we take in every factor, and provide honest, transparent advice that allows
us to earn our client's trust. Should you decide purchase you will be given a
personalized account that allow single point of contact access to:


Model:
Hydraulic Motor:
Shifting System:		
Mulcher Tuning:

M60-F
80cc Piston
N/A
Not Required

Model:

M60-S

Model:

M60-C

Hydraulic Motor: 160cc Piston

Hydraulic Motor: 160cc Piston

Shifting System:		

Smart Drive

Shifting System:		

Mulcher Tuning:

Bluetooth/
Touchscreen

Mulcher Tuning:		
Bluetooth/
				Touchscreen

Mulch Control:		
Adjustable
		 		Breaker Bar

Mulch Control:		
Hydraulic
				Dual Mode
				Frame

Minimum
Hydraulic Flow: 		

Minimum
Hydraulic Flow: 		

Minimum
Hydraulic Flow: 		

20GPM

Required
Horsepower:		 75+hp

Required
Horsepower:		 75+hp

Cutting Width:		

60"

Cutting Width:		

60"

Cutting Width:		

60"

Overall Width: 		

80"

Overall Width: 		

80"

Overall Width: 		

80"

Height:			45"

Height:			45"

Height:			45"

Length:			47"

Length:			47"

Length:			47"

Weight:			2,100lbs.

		
Weight:			2,200lbs.
	

All Mastodon mulchers come with an industry leading no hassle 2-year
driveline warranty guaranteeing full coverage from defects in material
or workmanship and a lifetime frame warranty. The Mastodon warranty
process is the fastest and easiest in the industry.

20GPM

Required
Horsepower:		 75+hp

	

Training
Parts
Service Tech
Support
Warranty

Smart Drive

Mulch Control:		
Adjustable
		 		Breaker Bar

20GPM

•
•
•
•
•

Weight:			2,260lbs.
		
		

Service Process
Mastodon Mulchers are proudly manufactured in-house at our
facility in Oklahoma This gives our clients the clear advantage
of centralized distribution providing the fastest shipment and
delivery of units, parts, and support in the industry

In the unlikely event of large component failure, all Mastodon Mulchers
ship on a steel warranty and service transport pallet, the customer simply
bolts the mulcher to the pallet and the unit is picked up at the customer
location and shipped back to the factory. Repairs require a maximum of
5 working days to complete. The repaired unit is then shipped from the
factory the same day the repair is completed insuring minimal downtime.

Dougherty Forestry Manufacturing
211 W. Canyon Run, Hinton, OK 73047
(405) 542-3520 | www.mastodon.com © DFM 2020

